
This lovely two bedroom apartment is located in one of Lancaster's most
desirable locations. It includes a modern open plan living area, and the
kitchen is fitted with high quality appliances and cabinets. Both
bedrooms are well proportioned, with large windows giving the whole
apartment a light and airy feel. The location is ideal for anyone who works
in the city centre, or at the hospital or university. This apartment is
available now, partially furnished as seen. Fees apply, no smokers or pets.

£750 Per calendar month
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33 The Roundhouse Robert Street
City Centre, Lancaster, LA1 1AG



A brief description
If you're looking for a private two bedroom
apartment in a high quality, city centre
development, you will be delighted to find
The Roundhouse. Thoughtfully designed,
with a spacious open plan living area, fully
fitted kitchen, modern bathroom and two
immaculately presented bedrooms, this
apartment is partly furnished and ready for
a new tenant.

There is plenty of storage space in this
apartment, and the owner has provided
comfortable and stylish furnishings for your
convenience. The decor is neutral and
warm. Large windows allow light to flow
through the rooms.

Outside, you will find a private car park with
your own allocated space, although you're
so close to the city centre, you may not
need to have a car. The development is
quiet and ideally located for access to the
city and beyond.

Key Features
• Two bedroom ground floor apartment

• Beautiful decor and furniture

• Fully fitted kitchen with white goods

• Contemporary bathroom

• EPC Rating C

• Perfect city centre location

• Allocated parking space

• Partially furnished, available now

• Fees apply, no smokers please

Where is The Roundhouse?
Welcome to The Roundhouse, one of central Lancaster's most prestigious
developments. Comprising of apartments and townhouses, this address is
close to the city centre, in an enviable location. The Lancaster Canal, town
hall and hospital are all within a few minutes' walk. The city centre, with its
train station, shops and restaurants are almost on your doorstep. M&S is
close enough to become your local convenience store.
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The Living Accommodation
The living space in this apartment is designed for a relaxing, refined
lifestyle. The lounge area includes a sofa, coffee table and comfortable
chairs, and is open plan to the dining area and kitchen. French doors
lead out to the small private balcony, ideal for getting fresh air, and
having an al-fresco drink in the evening. Cream carpets complement the
soft white walls, and neutral green curtains.

The kitchen itself benefits from fully fitted cabinets, with plenty of work
surfaces and storage available. There are white goods including a fridge-
freezer, washing machine and microwave - all in silver - with a matching
silver integrated oven and stainless steel splashback. Tenants will also
have full use of crockery and cutlery provided by the tenant.

The Bedrooms and Bathroom
This apartment offers two bedrooms, which have been decorated in
fresh neutral tones to match the rest of the property. The master bedroom
includes a double bed, chest of drawers and other bedroom furniture as
seen. The second bedroom is also a generous size, and would make an
ideal home office or guest bedroom.

The bathroom includes a three piece suite in white, with an electric
shower above the bath. The walls are tiled for ease of cleaning, and there
is a large mirror above the sink.

Parking and Communal Gardens
Outside The Roundhouse you will find well maintained communal
gardens, as well as a private car park with a secure entrance for
residents only. There is an allocated parking space included for the
tenant of this apartment.

Fees Apply
The following fees will apply:
£75.00 per person, non refundable referencing fee.
£150.00 per property, admin fee payable upon signing your tenancy
agreement.
All prices inclusive of VAT

The deposit on this property will be £850

Extra Information
- This apartment is on the ground floor, with steps up
to the entrance
- The windows and balcony doors are all double
glazed
- There is a private secure intercom system
- The apartment is in Council tax band C

Office: 01524843322

What we like
We love the location of this apartment,
and its proximity to the city centre. Not
many properties in The Roundhouse
come onto the rental market, and we
think this two bedroom apartment will be
extremely popular for many reasons.
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